Process for Direct Payment
Setting up payment
Family request assessment

referred to social worker
Eligible needs established

No

Yes

Services discussed and option of cash
(DP) to provide own service

No further action. General
advice or signposting to
generic service where
appropriate.

Option chosen

No

Yes

Refer for service

Request sent to resource allocation panel
with risk assessment

Request agreed

No

Yes

SW informed of reason

Chair of RAM forwards request and panel’s decision and SW risk assessment
to DP unit
Team leader (DP) will allocate worker
Allocated worker will contact SW either to gather more info or to inform them
they are picking up case
Direct payment worker will visit and maintain contact to:
• Discuss options for support
• Help recruit staff/set up a bank account / discuss use of accountant where relevant
• Set up pay roll system
• Arrange signing of contact
Costings with bank account details sent to finance; this will trigger payment to family. Where
family need to recruit PA they will be given element of start up funding, generally in region of
£100. Regular payment will only commence after notification of PA’s start date

Once DP worker is confident that payment is set up and running
smoothly s/he will withdraw from regular contact with the family.
The worker will stay available for info/advice and trouble shooting

The primary responsibilities of the DP team relate to monitoring and
supporting of families in the administration of the direct payment. The
primary responsibilities of the SW team relate to ensuring that the
payment is meeting assessed need, however they also need to play a
part in making sure that public funds are used effectively and efficiently
and should not ignore financial records

DP / finance responsibilities

Social Work team responsibilities

First audit, 3 months from setting up payment, finance will request
information (e.g. bank statements and evidence of expenditure). DP
unit will support family in providing info if needed

First review ‐6weeks from payment starting to discuss
whether initial request meeting need. Review form on
system. Relevant people to be invited by sw

Process for Direct Payments 2

Complex package or family situation?
Any concerns
Yes

Alert DP team to the problem. Team to report
back to SW if concerns not easily resolved

No

Yes
SW will visit on regular basis as part
of case management and undertake
formal review of package at least six
monthly

6 month audit
Any concerns
Yes

No

No

Option to maintain 3 monthly audits
12 month audit and 12 monthly
thereafter
Maximum amount which should be in bank account
4 weekly payment
+
4 weeks monies to cover holidays
+
If PA employed
2 weeks monies to cover sick leave
Contingency float as agreed – generally between £100 and £150 per young person

Review suggests significant change
needed
Yes

No

Ongoing review

New assessment informs referral
back to RA meeting

SW in discussion with manager will
withdraw from regular contact and
review workers will arrange six
monthly reviews, DP unit informed
Review suggests significant change
needed

Yes

No

Six monthly
reviews continue

New assessment undertaken by sw
team and process starts again

Action to be taken when underspend is identified
Build up of funds in bank accounts is both wasteful of resources and often worrying for families.
Some of this can be managed through regular reviews where workers become aware of imminent
changes of circumstances and can request temporary changes of payment from DP. Where an audit
or review identifies underspend in the direct payment budget; bearing in mind the maximum
amount that should be in the bank as detailed on page 2. The following actions need to be taken.
Discussion with family to understand the circumstances leading to any underspend.
Workers should support families in meeting their legal obligations as an employer, e.g.
ensuring PAs are given paid leave.

Discussion of options to spend any money. Options should be based on the benefit to a
young person and family and should relate to ‘eligible need’. For example a substantial
underspend accrued because regular day care or support for leisure activities has not been
purchased might be spent to support a young person having a period of overnight care
including a short holiday away if that need has been established. It should not be spent on
anything the family might decide would be nice for example mum going to a Spa as a treat
whilst young person is at school.

How the direct payment underspend is used should be reflected in care plan and Resource
Allocation Meeting informed so that usage can be noted in statistical returns. Discussion
should be held about whether the overall care plan needs to be changed to reflect how the
family and young person can best benefit from future payments, and at what level those
payments should be made.

Where no agreement can be reached or no eligible use of underspend can be identified, the
worker should inform the Resource Allocation Meeting (through Team Manager, CWDT)
with a recommendation e.g. suspension of payment until money at acceptable level; or
request to be made for return of money.

Consideration will need to be made about whether the family need additional support to
manage the payments or whether it is appropriate to end the provision of a cash payment,
even if the family still prefer this option.

If the latter decision is made it will be relayed to manager of DP unit via chair of RAM
following consultation with relevant HOS and a request will be made for closure of the bank
account and return of all monies accrued.

